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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4661-Wynona wielded Caelandor in 
her hand and unleashed its Sword Energy to protect her body. 

James had no choice but to summon the Chaos Sword. 

With a thought, a light emerged before him and gathered into a cyan-colored 
long sword. James grabbed onto the sword, and his aura instantly 
skyrocketed. 

He slashed out the Chaos Sword, unleashing several Sword Energies. At the 
same time, countless clones of himself spread across the arena and 
neutralized Wynona’s attacks. 

Suddenly, the clones merged with the Sword Energies in front of Wynona. 
James reemerged and slashed the Chaos Sword at Wynona. 

Wynona quickly raised Caelandor to defend herself. 

James exerted force, causing Wynona to step backward continuously. 

Their confrontation lasted a few seconds. 

Ultimately, the Caelandor was defeated and was sent flying into the air. 

James seized the chance to close the gap but stopped when his sword’s tip 
was a centimeter away from Wynona’s eyebrows. 

Although James had stopped at the last second, the powerful Sword Path 
Power inside the Chaos Sword leaked 

out and blasted Wynona into the distance. She plummeted from the sky and 
smashed into the ground. 

Boom! 

The ground was shattered by the impact and scattered into the air. 

James withdrew his sword and floated above the arena. He lowered his gaze 
to Wynona, who was buried under the rubble. 



After facing defeat, Wynona’s Spiritual Power had weakened drastically, and 
she struggled to pick herself up from the ground. 

Her hair was disheveled, and her body was covered in blood. Her calm and 
elegant demeanor was long gone. 

The powerhouses spectating from outside the arena stood up. 

The Verde Academy’s Headmaster, some elders, and disciples from the other 
academies stared bewilderedly at James. 

Nobody expected James to defeat Wynona, who wielded Caelandor. 

“Amazing!” 

After a brief silence, the audience marveled and exclaimed at the battle’s 
outcome. 

James slowly descended from the sky. He landed in front of Wynona and 
asked, “Are you alright?” 

Wynona glanced at James but refused to reply. Under the countless gazes, 
she dragged her injured body toward the Caelandor Sword, picked it up, and 
walked out of the arena. She approached Lothar hanging her head like a child 
who had made a mistake. 

“I’ve embarrassed you, sir. I’ll enter seclusion instantly and not leave for a 
hundred thousand Epochs.” 

After apologizing, she disappeared from the area. 

Wael, on the other hand, entered the arena. He patted James on the shoulder 
and praised him, saying, “Good job! You’ve made the Tempris House proud.” 

James smiled faintly in response. 

It was easy for him to defeat Wynona. In fact, he still had many trump cards 
up his sleeves. Wynona would have died by his sword if it were a life-and-
death duel. 

Wael pulled James over to Lothar and said smilingly, “I believe the Boundless 
Rock should be returned to us, right, Sir Lothar?” 



Lothar nodded lightly and said, “According to the rules, the Boundless Rock 
should be returned since James had won.” 

Wael continued, saying, “By the way, I’ll be stepping down from my position 
and passing it on to James. He will act as the new Head of Tempris. I plan to 
head out on an adventure for some time.” 

Wael wanted to use the opportunity to break the news. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4662-Wael’s sudden announcement to 
step down from his position caused huge shock amongst the crowd. 

The Great Elder of the Verde Academy, Quavion Cruz, immediately stepped 
forward and reprimanded him, “Do you understand what you’re doing, Wael? 
You’ve lost the qualifications to be the Head of Tempris long ago. You 
should’ve been stripped of your position and replaced by a well-respected 
elder from the other academies. The Tempris House doesn’t belong to you. 
What makes you think you can give the position to anyone you please?” 

Quavion’s authority in the Verde Academy was incredibly high. 

“I agree. Wael made a mistake in the past and is no longer fit to be the Head 
of Tempris. Although the Verde Academy has Five Houses, the Tempris 
House holds high authority.” 

“How could he pass the position to James?” 

“James has only joined the Tempris House very recently.” 

The powerhouses began to discuss the matter. 

Wael already knew making James the new Head of Tempris would not be 
easy. 

He looked at Lothar and said, “Even though the Five Houses of the Verde 
Academy are one, the previous head decides 

their successor. Now that I’m still the Head of Tempris, I should have the final 
say on my successor, right?” 



Lothar replied with a frown, ‘Yes. According to our customs, you are to decide 
the next Head of Tempris. However, when most of Verde Academy’s senior 
members do not acknowledge your candidate, we must adopt another 
method.” 

Wael replied, “I know. He’ll have to go through the trials if most people oppose 
him as the next head. As long as he passes the three trials left behind by the 
founder of the Verde Academy, then he’ll qualify as the next head.” 

He was already well aware of their customs and had prepared in advance. 

James defeating Wynona was the first step. Next, they would need the 
Boundless Rock. With James’ potential and talent, he could easily break 
through the three trials if he could cultivate on the Boundless Rock. 

“James will challenge the three trials left behind by the Verde Academy’s 
founder in three Epochs.” 

After leaving a few words, Wael pulled James away. 

“Wait.” Quavion stopped them. 

Wael turned to him and said calmly, “What is it, Elder? Is there anything 
else?” 

Quavion said, “The majority of us are against James becoming the next Head 
of Tempris. Since he’s a disciple of the Tempris House, I don’t oppose him 
challenging the three 

trials. However, why is he challenging it three epochs later? He should do it 
right now.” 

‘Yeah, I agree.” 

“Why are they trying to drag this out until three epochs later?” 

“Are they trying to get James to cultivate on the Boundless Rock for three 
epochs? If he were to set up a time formation, he would have much time to 
improve.” 

“I know, right? He might not be able to pass the test now, but it would be 
different if given three epochs.” 



The other heads and elders also expressed their disapproval. 

Lothar said, “Are you sure about making him the next head, Wael?” 

Wael replied firmly, ‘Yes, I’ve already thought it through.” 

Lothar responded, “Since you’ve already made up your mind, have James 
challenge the trials now. We’ll approve of him as the next Head of Tempris if 
he can pass the trials.” 

Wael hesitated, worried about James’ safety. He was unable to make a 
decision immediately. Although James had shown great strength, his 
cultivation rank was still relatively low. Throughout the history of the Verde 
Academy, nobody at the Permanence Acme Rank had challenged the trials. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4663-Wael turned to James, grabbed 
him, and left the area. 

Although the two were out of sight, Wael’s voice resounded in the area. 

“James shall challenge the trials three days later.” 

The two returned to James’ residence in Tempris House. 

James inquired, “What are the three trials?” 

Wael explained, “The founder of the Verde Academy created some illusions. 
Initially, it was our custom for the next head of each house to go through these 
trials. However, we gradually stopped practicing it. The retiring head would 
eventually choose the next head. The illusions would only be utilized when 
most authorities oppose the chosen candidate.” 

“What are the illusions like?” James asked curiously. 

Wael shook his head lightly and replied, “Nobody knows what the illusion is 
precisely. Everyone experiences a different illusion. Moreover…” 

“Yeah?” James urged him to continue. 



Wael explained, “The Verde Academy’s sacred scroll is placed at the end of 
the third illusion. You must enter the illusion and pass the third trial to read the 
sacred scroll. If you fail to succeed in the trial, you’re not qualified to read it.” 

“Is that so?” James rubbed his chin pensively. He murmured, “Looks like I’ll 
have to challenge the trials.” 

Then, he asked, “Is there anything I should be careful of while in the illusion?” 

Wael shook his head lightly and said, “There’s nothing much to pay attention 
to. After entering the illusion, everything is up to your fate. But, in theory, the 
higher one’s cultivation, the greater the chances of passing through the trials.” 

James asked, ‘Then how many in the Verde Academy have successfully 
passed the trials in the past?” 

“Quite a lot. Almost all the current heads have challenged and passed the 
trials. I’ve passed the trials before as well. However, I’ve been corrupted by an 
Inner Demon after a past incident and won’t be able to pass the trials 
anymore.” 

Wael explained some things about the trials. 

However, the information was useless because the illusion every challenger 
would experience was different, and the trials they had to go through varied. 

‘You just went through a battle and should rest immediately. You’ll challenge 
the Supreme Illusions three days later.” 

Wael left after leaving a few words. 

Afterward, James stayed in his residence’s yard. He took out an Acmean Herb 
and began to refine it and heal his wounds. 

Although the injuries from the previous battle were not fatal, he had to 
recuperate to challenge the Supreme Illusions in his peak condition. 

James began to recuperate in the foundation. 

Three days passed in the blink of an eye. 

Wael appeared on time and brought James to the Verde Academy. 



Many powerhouses and core members from the Verde Academy’s Five 
Houses gathered in the back mountain. 

Wael and James arrived punctually under the countless gazes. 

James scanned the area and saw a bright portal at the mountaintop. A huge 
crowd gathered around it, awaiting their arrival. 

Wael led James to the portal and asked, “Are you ready?” 

James nodded lightly and replied, “Absolutely.” 

Lothar took out a token and handed it to him, saying, ‘Take this. If you want to 
give up during the trial, pour your power into this token. It’ll teleport you out of 
the illusion. 

Remember that the illusions are very dangerous, and you might lose your life.” 

“Alright.” James took the token and entered the portal, disappearing from 
everyone’s sight. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4664-James had never been afraid of 
challenging different trials. 

He was not interested in the position of the Head of Tempris. In fact, his main 
goal was to obtain the Verde Academy’s sacred scroll. He was curious to find 
out what exactly was recorded in it. 

Wael had even mentioned every district had a sacred scroll. 

James had a feeling the sacred scrolls contained some kind of shocking 
secret. 

After entering the portal, a beautiful mountain scenery appeared before him. 
At the same time, he sensed the existence of many living beings. 

James quickly descended from the sky and appeared outside a city. 

The vast city had walls that towered millions of meters into the sky. A massive 
crowd of living beings could be seen passing through the city gate. 



James stood outside the city and murmured, “So this is this the first trial’s 
illusionary venue? Is it a projection of a particular era from the past, just like 
the Path of Heavenly Awakening? 

After entering the illusion, he could sense a Heavenly Path and abundant 
Empyrean Spiritual Energy. He could even feel countless living beings 
throughout the area. Everything in front of him seemed so realistic and did not 
seem like an illusion. 

James suspected the Supreme Illusions were similar to the Path of Heavenly 
Awakening and they were a projection of a specific era in history. It was the 
only possible explanation for why challengers faced a different trial and 
experience. 

However, the Path of Heavenly Awakening had task reminders and 
notifications upon entering the illusion. 

As for the Supreme Illusion’s first trial, James was immediately sent into the 
illusion without any hints. 

He joined the crowd and entered the city. However, he immediately noticed 
something was off. 

A vast formation quickly surrounded the city, and dark clouds covered the sky. 
Immediately afterward, a corrupted force permeated the air. 

The city had countless living beings that varied from weak to powerful. 
However, everyone seemed terrified by the appearance of the black clouds. 

“Welcome to the Supreme Illusion’s first trial.” 

A voice resounded in the city, but its owner could not be located. 

“An Extraterrestrial Demon has appeared outside the city. Please defeat the 
Extraterrestrial Demon and protect the city as well as the living beings within 
it. If half of the city’s population dies, you’ll fail the trial.” 

James frowned after hearing the rules. He attempted to find the voice’s owner 
but could not detect any unusual being around him. 

“I need to protect the city by defeating the Extraterrestrial Demon?” 

James leaped onto the city wall. 



At that moment, a large number of soldiers also appeared around him. They 
wore black armor and held onto long spears. All of them had tense 
expressions, and their fear was evident. 

“Alert!” 

Sirens blared throughout the city. 

James looked into the distance. 

A group of monsters could be vaguely seen inside the dark clouds. 

At the same time, an army of monsters was also charging at the city on foot. 
The monsters had bizarre appearances and claws on their hind legs, allowing 
them to instantly leap a distance of several light-years. 

The city had countless spiritual mountains and was about one hundred 
thousand lightyears in size. 

A formation had surrounded the city, blocking out the densely packed 
monsters. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4665-James released his Divine 
Sense. He discovered the monsters had powers but no consciousness of their 
own, seemingly controlled by a mysterious force. 

Boom!!! 

Several of the monsters began to attack the formation around the city. 

The formation was relatively strong and managed to withstand the attacks. 
However, a few cracks had formed from the impact. 

Suddenly, eight elderly men appeared in the sky above the city. They quickly 
moved into different positions and began to repair the formation with all their 
strength, hoping it could resist the wave of monsters. 

James sensed that the eight elderly men were powerhouses at the late stage 
of the Caelum Acme Rank, 



He stood on the city wall, touched his chin, and murmured,” Is this a made-up 
illusion or an event of the past that is being projected into the trial? Did 
someone record this past event and use it as one of the Supreme Illusion’s 
trials?” 

Despite having grown into a considerable powerhouse, James could not figure 
out the truth. 

“You over there! What are you doing?” a voice shouted at James. 

Immediately afterward, a soldier wearing golden armor and holding a 
broadsword walked over to him. 

He scolded James, “It’s dangerous here! Return into the city and take refuge.” 

“Okay,” James replied casually. 

After being chased away, James returned to the city. 

Although he had jumped off the city wall, he still paid attention to the situation 
outside the city. 

He discovered the city’s formation was not for defense but was capable of 
attacking the monsters. As the eight elderly men poured their strength into the 
formation, they activated powerful Sword Energies. The Sword Energies shot 
at the monsters outside the city, taking out a few. 

“Based on the formation’s defensive capabilities, it should be able to last for a 
few years against these monsters.” 

James was proficient in formations and could easily analyze the formation’s 
strength. Since it could hold on for a while, he temporarily put the issue of the 
monsters aside. 

Finding out why these monsters were attacking the city was much more 
crucial. 

He let out his Divine Sense again, scanning throughout the entire city. Soon, 
James found the city’s core region was a spiritual mountain with abundant 
Empyrean Spiritual Energy in the center. 

At that moment, the city’s strongest cultivators had 



gathered for a discussion. 

James knew he had to go to the city’s core region to learn more about the 
monsters to repel them. 

He activated the Blithe Omniscience and disappeared from the area. He 
reemerged at the foot of a spiritual mountain in the city’s center. 

Ahead of him was a huge stone tablet with words engraved on it, reading-
Mount Taerl. 

“Mount Taerl? That’s an interesting name.” 

James took a glance at the stone tablet and continued advancing. 

When he reached the stone tablet, several fully armed soldiers appeared and 
barricaded him, saying, “Beyond this point is Mount Taerl’s holy site. 
Outsiders aren’t permitted entry.” 

James looked at them and found they were powerhouses at the peak of the 
Macrocosm Ancestral God’s Ninth Stage and were only one step away from 
becoming Quasi Acmeans. 

He said indifferently, “Hurry up and report to the highest authority here that 
James is requesting to meet him.” 

“James?” 

“Who’s this guy?” 

“I’ve never heard of him before.” 

The soldiers were dumbfounded. They were guards of Mount Taerl and had 
heard of almost all the powerhouses in the city. However, this was the first 
time they had heard of his name. 

“If you don’t leave immediately, we won’t show mercy.” 

One of the guards issued a warning. 

James did not bother convincing them. He disappeared from their sight and 
ascended to the mountain peak, arriving directly outside of the main hall. 



 


